
Sacred Body 1071 

Chapter 1071: The action of the monarch, the night of the candle, the book of the time of the 9 books of 

heaven 

   The entire sea of chaos, and even the foreign land, caused waves because of the six kings. 

   There was also movement on the fairyland side. 

   Someone discovered that the Jun family, who had been sitting firmly on the Diaoyutai, seemed to 

start secretly moving. 

   Some of the ancient ancestors of the Jun family and Zhundi, scattered in various ancient places, 

and even some forbidden places, began to gather. 

   Some teams of Jun's family seem to be gathering too. 

   This surprised many immortal forces. 

   You know, in the previous confrontation between Xianyu and Foreign Land. 

   Although the Jun family has also contributed, but on the whole, it is in a state of observing on the 

sidelines and has not been fully mobilized. 

   Some people think that even if the fairyland is really breached. 

   Jun's family is estimated to be a realm of its own, safe and sound. 

   Therefore, the Jun family did not give their best. 

but now. 

   Seeing the mobilization of the Jun family, many people were surprised. 

   "Is this the sun coming out from the west?" An old antique of the ancient royal family was 

whispering. 

   "Look at the Jun family's plans, but I always feel that the Jun family's intentions are not that simple. 

Could it be that they are planning something big?" 

   Here in the Supreme Immortal Court, there are also the strongest people thinking. 

   But no matter what, everyone in Xianyu has a faint hunch. 

   It seems that something big is going to happen. 

   That incident may completely change the situation of the war between the two worlds. 

  ... 

   foreign land, chaotic magic sea. 

   Three figures, swiftly advancing in the void. 

   is the three of Jun Xiaoyao. 
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   Jun is happy with his hands, like walking in a leisurely courtyard. 

   He is in charge of Kun Peng's extreme speed, and he has free books. If he hadn't deliberately 

slowed down, it would be impossible for Kagura and Su Hongyi to keep up with him. 

   "It should be coming soon." Jun Xiaoyao looked into the distance. 

   "That area should be a misty area, located at the junction of the Sea of Chaos and the Unspeakable 

Land." Kagura said. 

   "If you say that, the last king, is it the ultimate emperor creature coming out of the unspeakable 

place?" Jun Xiaoyao guessed. 

   "It's very likely." Kagura nodded slightly. 

   The ultimate imperial clan, the most mysterious and ancient force in a foreign land. 

  The status is the same as that of the top immortal forces such as the monarch family, the fairy 

garden, and the underworld in the fairyland. 

   It can be said that the reason why Alien is so powerful and aggressive is the ultimate emperor's 

contribution. 

   "Interesting, I would like to meet the Tianjiao character of the ultimate emperor for a while." Jun 

Xiaoyao smiled casually, without the slightest sense of tension. 

   Kagura is also speechless. 

   The ultimate emperor creature, even if she meets it, there will be a trace of anxiety in her heart. 

  Because of rumors, the ultimate emperor clan of the oldest veins seems to have a great 

relationship with the ultimate misfortune. 

   Of course, this is a taboo in a foreign land, and even Kagura cannot detect too much. 

  At this moment, Jun Xiaoyao suddenly stopped. 

   waved his sleeves and said, "Back!" 

   Su Hongyi and Kagura, two women, were shocked and backed away. 

   Jun Xiaoyao instantly felt that the time in a small area around him seemed to stop flowing. 

   The space in front suddenly cracked a gap. 

   A figure directly confronted Jun Xiaoyao and suppressed it. 

   "Candle Nine Yin and One Pulse!" 

   Jun Xiaoyao's eyes flashed, and his body shook. Chaos Qi surged out of his body like a volcanic 

eruption. 

   Chaos power is also a kind of supreme power attribute. 

   is not much worse than the power of time. 



   Almost in an instant, Jun Xiaoyao regained his freedom. 

   Then he made a fist with five fingers and collided with the attacking figure. 

"what?" 

   The figure was obviously surprised for a moment, but he didn't expect Jun Xiaoyao to break the 

imprisonment so easily. 

   Then the two fought each other! 

boom! 

   One hit and collision, like thunder on the ground, the runes burst, and huge waves are set off 

around! 

   The entire sea level was completely crushed by the pressure of the collision of the law! 

   ahem! 

   A muffled cough sounded, and the figure retreated several hundred feet, and finally stopped. 

   Jun Xiaoyao closed his fist and looked at the figure. 

   "Candle night, you are presumptuous!" 

   Behind, there was a soft voice of Kagura. 

   That figure is a handsome young man, dressed in a black robe, with loose black hair, and a candle 

dragon scale on the center of his eyebrows. 

   is the emperor in the line of Zhu Jiu Yin, the second king, Zhu Ye! 

   "The chaotic body has a well-deserved name." 

   Zhuye slowly raised his hand. 

   The hand he punched was still trembling slightly. 

   There are cracks spreading in the arm bones. 

   If it weren't for the line of the candle dragon, his body would be extremely powerful. 

   After this blow, his arm will definitely be blown. 

   "You are the elder brother of Zhuhuang, the second king, Zhuye." 

   Jun Xiaoyao's tone is neither salty nor light. 

   He looked towards Zhuye, his brow furrowed faintly. 

   He noticed that there seemed to be an unusual aura on Zhu Ye. 

   A breath that makes him very familiar. 

   the breath of the heavenly book! 



   It’s just that Jun Xiaoyao frowned. 

   It does resemble the aura of a heavenly book, but there is something faintly wrong. 

   Zhuye ignored Kagura and Su Hongyi, and looked at Jun Xiaoyao. 

   "I heard that you have a soul book, one of the nine heavenly books?" 

   "Why, it seems you have it too?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao raised his eyebrows slightly. 

   He has more than a soul book. 

   There are also body books, empty books, treasure books, and raw books. 

   Of course, these Jun Xiaoyao are naturally not stupid enough to speak out. 

   "I am indeed more interested in the soul book you hold." Zhu Ye said. 

   "I am also more interested in the celestial books on you. If I guess it is right, what you get should 

be one of the nine celestial books." 

   is like an empty book, expounding the ultimate way of space. 

The book of    time records the ultimate way of time. 

   This also fits with the magical powers of Zhu Jiuyin. 

   No wonder, just now Caijun Xiaoyao felt it. 

   Zhuye’s control of the power of time is far from Zhuhuang. 

   Except for talent. 

   should also be related to the mystery of the time book when the night of the candle was 

enlightened. 

   "Well, if you give me the soul book, I won't care about your hatred of killing my brother, how 

about it?" Zhuye sneered. 

   Family affection is worthless in the face of interest. 

   Jun Xiaoyao also smiled. 

   "I have a key, do you do it?" 

   "You..." A cold light flashed in Zhuye's eyes. 

   He knew that Jun Xiaoyao was mocking him. 

   "You have provoked Naraku, he is the Lord of the Demon King who rules the Six Kings." 

   "Now it seems that you want to be an enemy of me too?" Zhu Ye said indifferently. 

   "Not to mention whether Naraku is the real Lord of Demon, even if it is, what is it to me?" 



   "And what do you count?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao's casual tone made Zhuye's eyes even colder. 

   "It seems that you are not interested in the current book in my arms." 

   If it weren't for Jun Xiaoyao's strength, he was jealous. 

   Plus, Su Hongyi and Kagura are on his side. 

   Zhuye had already robbed directly. 

   "You think I don't know, your book at that time shouldn't be the real current book." Jun Xiaoyao's 

tone was ironic. 

   He is pregnant with five celestial scriptures, and he has long understood the celestial scriptures. 

   Even though there is the breath of a heavenly book on Zhuye, it doesn't always feel like a real 

heavenly book. 

   Zhu Ye's face changed slightly, but he still sneered: "What if it's not true, at least it's recorded by 

our ancestors." 

   "Also, you don't want to know the true whereabouts of Shishu?" 

   "The real whereabouts, I will know, as long as..." 

   Jun Xiaoyao didn't finish speaking, he was directly pressed with one hand, and went away strongly 

against Zhuye. 

  The first king and the second king, the battle is about to come! 

 

Chapter 1072: The World Extinguishing Device, the Candle Dragon Lamp, the Falling Book of Time, in the 

sea of bounds... 

   "So courageous!" 

   When I saw it at candle night, the cold light flashed under my eyes. 

   He is also the emperor of the candle nine yin line, and the second king of the world. 

   Jun Xiaoyao did not put him in his eyes so much, as if he was an ant that could be suppressed by 

his hand. 

   This made Zhu Ye feel extremely upset. 

   He also shot. 

   I have to say that Zhuhuang and Zhuye do not exist on the same level at all. 

   In the night of the candle, he raised his hand, his five fingers clenched his fist, and the terrifying 

mana was shaking. 
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   "More than one rule!" 

   Perceiving the breath of the candle night, Kagura and Su Hongyi also changed their faces. 

The number of    rules is related to a supreme combat power. 

   This is also the reason why the supreme who possesses the nine principles can be called the 

supreme supreme. 

   And as soon as Zhu Ye made a move, there was more than one law of power oscillating. 

   and it is strange. 

   The power of the two laws is exactly opposite. 

   Both fists out in the candle night. 

   One punch wrapped around the vast glow, like a hand pinching the core of the sun, exuding 

incomparably hot and dazzling brilliance. 

   And another punch was thrown out, everything seemed to be submerged in the night, and it was 

pitch black, with no fingers in sight. 

   "The law of light and the law of darkness." 

   Jun Xiaoyao can tell at a glance. 

   Candle night controls two opposing laws of light and darkness. 

   This reminded Jun Xiaoyao of the legend of the candle nine yin pulse. 

   It is rumored that Zhu Jiuyin opens his eyes to be day, and closes his eyes to be night. 

   also just conforms to the law of light and darkness. 

   And at this moment, the original opposing laws are in the hands of Zhu Ye, but they are 

incomparably harmonious, and their powers are multiplied, and they are suppressed against Jun 

Xiaoyao. 

   "Is it just that?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao responded calmly. 

   Fortunately, the candle night did not condense the law of time. 

   Otherwise, even if Jun Xiaoyao dealt with it, it would take a lot of effort. 

   After all, things like time are too mysterious. 

   Jun Xiaoyao urges the law of the flesh, every inch of bone and blood seems to be releasing infinite 

power. 

   Jun Xiaoyao walked on the road of Yiliyu Tenhui. 



   Although his primordial power is equally enchanting, he still likes the pleasure of crushing with 

punches. 

   Jun Xiaoyao blasted out with a punch, and the space in front was torn into two halves, like a 

chaotic **** and demon opening the world. 

  Open the gods and magic fists! 

   Boom! 

   The two collided, and the law rippled. 

   The chains of the gods of order in the surrounding sky of thousands of miles were all broken 

together, and shattered under this shock wave. 

boom! 

   Zhuye was knocked back with a punch, and his body was numb. 

   But he opened his mouth and screamed, and the roar of the dragon shook the sky. 

  On the power of the physical body, the candle dragon is also the most top-level existence among 

the dragons. 

   "Day and night magic punch!" 

   Zhuye sacrificed their great supernatural powers. 

   When the fist wind blasted out, day and night seemed to be turned upside down, yin and yang 

chaotic. 

   This is an extremely terrifying punching technique, and even the enemy's spirit can be confused. 

   Jun Xiaoyao also refers to the sword, a dazzling sword light cuts through the day and night. 

   All the chaos is torn apart. 

   That dazzling golden sword light seems to be able to kill everything in the world! 

   Wanzhang Jianmang, tearing the universe apart! 

   The war begins! 

   Jun Xiaoyao showed some Sanshou learned from the catalog of the God of War. 

   such as war stele hand, move mountain seal, void vibration and other supernatural powers. 

   With the strength and combat experience of Jun Xiaoyao. 

   Even the most common martial arts of supernatural power, displayed from his hands, has great 

power. 

   Let alone these Sanshou, there is a certain mystery in itself. 

   Is something extracted from the catalog of the God of War unusual? 



   After a few collisions, the night of the candle was shaken off again. 

   A look of surprise appeared on his face. 

   Jun Xiaoyao is much stronger than he thought. 

   The scales between the eyebrows and the heart of the candle night released a faint brilliance. 

   Suddenly, a force of time rushed to Jun Xiaoyao to confine his space. 

   Jun Xiaoyao also reacted immediately, raising his hand, and the fourth seal of Forbidden Immortal 

came out. 

   A strange scene appeared. 

   The two figures were frozen at the same time in an instant. 

   Jun Xiaoyao is held down by the power of time. 

   Candle night was held down by the power of space. 

   However, after a short moment. 

   Jun Xiaoyao's body shook, he forcibly broke the shackles, lifted his palm, and the big chaotic mudra 

pressed away against the cover of the candle night. 

   "Not good..." 

   Zhu Ye's expression was shocked. 

   He is a bit slower than Jun Xiaoyao! 

   A master's move is deadly in one instant! 

boom! 

   Zhu Ye's whole person was photographed into the sea by the Chaos Handprint, causing a great 

wave. 

   "Hey, it seems that even the second king is not an adult's opponent." Kagura exclaimed. 

   Candle Night can be said to be the top arrogant of Chaos Demon Sea. 

  , but still lost in the hands of Jun Xiaoyao. 

   However, Jun Xiaoyao's expression has not changed. 

   He looked at the rough sea and raised his eyebrows lightly. 

   Grumbling! 

   The vast sea actually started to bubble and boil. 

   The steam rises. 

"what happened?" 



   Kagura and Su Hongyi were surprised. 

   Boom! 

   At this moment, a terrifying pillar of fire suddenly burst from the bottom of the sea, and the 

intense flame light even burned the void. 

   Jun Xiaoyao lifted his palm, the power of chaos overturned, forming a wall, blocking the impact of 

the flame. 

   Candle night figure broke through the water. 

   Although he was a little embarrassed at the moment, he coughed up blood at the corner of his 

mouth. 

   But in his hand, a bronze lamp appeared. 

   That cluster of lamp flames, like the shape of a candle dragon, exudes a power that cracks as if it 

can burn everything in the world. 

   "This should be your forbidden device, right?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao's eyes are calm. 

   He has no doubt that that bronze lamp can burn most of the sea of chaos. 

   "Oh, this is a candle dragon lamp, see if you can resist it." 

   Blow the flames at the candle night. 

   The blazing fire radiated out. 

   That is not an ordinary flame, but the fire of the candle dragon. 

  All tangible things, even intangible things, can be burned. 

   Otherwise, they don’t have the qualifications to become an exterminating device. 

   "Then try it." 

   Jun Xiaoyao turned his hands, and the Shaking Halberd appeared. 

   A blood thread broke away from Ji's body and stuck to Jun Xiaoyao's arm. 

   Jun Xiaoyao is simple, cut out with one halberd! 

   Now he, coupled with the Shaking Halberd, the power is beyond doubt! 

   Boom! 

   The candle dragon's fire, which is enough to burn all things in the world, was scattered by the 

halberd of God Cry. 

   The bright halberd light split the ten directions of the void, and cut it off against the night of the 

candle. 



   He shouted sharply at the candle night, and confronted with the candle dragon lantern. 

boom! 

   Candle night was shaken back again, UU reading www.uukānshu.com bleeding in his mouth. 

   Jun Xiaoyao castrated unabated, and continued to press hard. 

   Each halberd carries the power of chaos, as well as the power of the Sumi world. 

  Each halberd can easily smash the mountains! 

   "Damn it!" 

   Zhuye's expression turned pale. 

   Although he also controls the forbidden device of the candle dragon lamp. 

   But he was crushed and beaten by Jun Xiaoyao. 

   "Where is the real current book?" Jun Xiaoyao asked indifferently. 

   "Take the soul book for it!" Zhu Ye gritted his teeth. 

   "Well, take your life directly." 

   "I'm alive, and I still have a chance to find Shishu, you are dead, but there is nothing left." 

   Jun Xiaoyao once again slashed with a halberd, and the monstrous halberd almost cut the sea area 

apart. 

   Many small islands fell apart in an instant and sank into the depths of the ocean floor. 

   Even if it is as strong as a candle night, it is difficult to bear this terrifying force for a while. 

   "Shishu should be in the sea!" 

   Zhuye couldn't bear it anymore, and shouted loudly. 

   "Boundary Sea?" A dark light flashed in Jun Xiaoyao's eyes. 

Chapter 1073: Naraku arrives, 1 is divided into 2 camps, Cthulhu Art 

   "Are you bluffing me?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao still looks indifferent. 

   had no expression on his face, and continued to shoot towards the candle night. 

   He was about to vomit blood at the night of the candle, and shouted: "I didn't lie to you, this 

rubbing is indeed written by an ancient strongman of our clan after he returned from exploring the sea." 

   This is true. 

   Zhuye did not deceive Jun Xiaoyao. 
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   is not because he is honest. 

   It is because, even if Jun Xiaoyao knows the true whereabouts of Shishu, it is impossible to get 

Shishu. 

Where is   jiehai? 

   That is the most terrifying and weird place of the heavens and all realms. 

   involves some big secrets about the immortal realm, foreign realm, and even the origin of ten 

thousand realms. 

  Even the ancient strongest of his clan, after returning, did not take long. 

   I don’t believe Zhuye, Jun Xiaoyao has the patience to find Shi Shu in the boundless sea. 

   So I told it, it's no big deal. 

   Seeing Zhuye's expression, Jun Xiaoyao frowned. 

   He didn't think that Zhu Ye was lying. 

   "This is a bit troublesome, Shi Shu is actually in that place." 

   Jun Xiaoyao also has a headache. 

   Boundary Sea is absolutely forbidden, and it is difficult for the quasi-emperor to cross. 

   That is a forbidden place in the heavens and worlds, and it has a big weirdness. 

   If you are in that kind of place, it would be really difficult for Jun Xiaoyao to explore in a short time. 

   Of course, regarding Shi Shu, Jun Xiaoyao at least has to wait until he leaves the foreign land 

before making any plans. 

   It is enough to solve the immediate matter now. 

   Jun Xiaoyao's eyes showed a touch of thinking. 

   This makes Zhu Ye's mind tense. 

   He knows what Jun Xiaoyao is thinking. 

   wondering if he should be killed. 

   "Jade Xiaoyao, do you want to kill each other, we exterminate the six kings, we have the destiny to 

destroy the immortal realm, how can we internalize?" 

   The candle night is a bit empty. 

   He is overconfident about his own strength. 

   "If you really want to destroy the fairyland, one more person, one less person, it really makes no 

difference." Jun Xiaoyao sneered. 



  If he is really a creature from a foreign land. 

   He alone will be enough to subvert the fairyland in the future, without the other kings. 

   "Heh... what a big tone." 

   Just then, there was a cold snort. 

   heard this familiar voice. 

   Jun Xiaoyao, Kagura and others, looked away. 

   In the sky in the distance, a ship appeared in the void. 

Two figures stood on the deck headed by   . 

   These two figures both showed cold eyes to Jun Xiaoyao. 

   It is Naraku and Yun Xiaohei! 

   Seeing this at the candle night, my heart was really relieved. 

  Because Kagura and Su Hongyi are both on Jun Xiaoyao's side. 

   So he is lonely, and the pressure is too much. 

   Now someone from the same faction finally appeared. 

   "It looks like you guys who are defeated, you know how to group together." 

   Jun Xiaoyao doesn't care. 

   He never cared about his defeat. 

   The ants are finally ants. 

   "Yu Xiaoyao, you should change your arrogant personality." 

  Nano is calm at the moment. 

  He is dressed in the armor of the evil god, and his whole person is like the son of the evil god, 

shrouded in a purple-black radiance of evil power. 

   As for Yun Xiaohei, let alone. 

   The hatred for Jun Xiaoyao is hard to wash away with all the water. 

   "The dog that used to be a bereavement is now hardened." Kagura looked at Naraku with a smile, 

with a joking tone. 

   Being ridiculed by such a beauty, changing to any man, you will feel a kind of stinging feeling of 

self-esteem. 

   Naraku's face sank slightly, and said, "Kagura, you may not know what identity I am now." 

   "To satirize your monarch, this is not what a good subordinate should do." 



   "Sovereign, you?" Kagura Liu raised his eyebrows. 

   "Yes, I, the successor of the Evil God of Eight Qi, and the Lord of Demon Demon who rules the Six 

Kings, now order you to surrender to me." 

   Naraku's voice was powerful, echoing between heaven and earth. 

   The sea is full of waves, as if it were all shaken by Naraku's words. 

   "It seems that I guessed right." 

   Zhuye smiled faintly, and walked to Naraku's side. 

   "Thank you, Brother Zhuye, too, but it's a pity your brother." 

   For Kanye, Naraku didn't show the tone of facing his subordinates. 

   After all, Zhu Jiuyin has a good relationship with the Baqi emperor, and Zhuhuang has also rescued 

him. 

   "Hehe, where, I hope Master Monarch can take care of one or two from now on." Zhuye was also 

very self-aware. 

   Don't look at Naraku seemingly not so strong now. 

   But as long as he is the Lord of Demon, he will definitely have the power to rule the six kings in the 

future. 

   This is also the reason why he must let Zhuhuang make good friends with Naraku. 

   Right now, the situation is very clear. 

   The second Wang Zhuye, the fifth Wang Yun Xiaohei, stood on Naraku's side. 

   And the fourth king, Shenle, and the sixth king, Su Hongyi, stood on Jun Xiaoyao's side. 

   Naraku looked at the two women, Kagura and Su Hongyi, and said, "You can't come to surrender?" 

   These two women are now surrendered to Jun Xiaoyao. 

   If you can make them surrender, Naraku will definitely feel a sense of satisfaction in her heart. 

   After all, this is Jun Xiaoyao's person. 

   However. 

   Kagura Yum put her red lips in her hands, deliberately said in a surprised tone. 

   "No way, no way, you don't really think of yourself as the Lord of Demon, do you?" 

   These words are full of mockery. 

   Kagura is also an old yin and yang person. 

   As for Su Hongyi, it's even simpler. 



   "Go!" 

   A simple scrolling shows everything. 

   "You are presumptuous!" 

   was so ridiculed by the two women, and Naraku couldn't hold back his face. 

   His expression was gloomy, and he directly raised his hand to suppress Kagura and Su Hongyi and 

left. 

   Its power is better than before! 

   It’s not waiting for the two women to move. 

   Jun Xiaoyao is a step out, the power of chaos and the power of the Xumi world are urged at the 

same time. 

   slapped Naraku with a slap! 

   Boom! 

  The sound of the earth-shattering wind and thunder sounded, and a layer of armor appeared on Na 

Luo's face. 

   But even so, he was slapped and slapped by Jun Xiaoyao. 

   "My man, it's your turn to teach you?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao moves in white clothes, his hair is fluttering, his eyes are as cold as a sword, like a **** 

of chaos, standing on the sky! 

   "One King Palace..." 

   Kagura's eyes were peach-hearted, showing a nympho. 

   The feeling of being overbearingly maintained by Jun Xiaoyao is really good. 

   "The son." Su Hongyi's eyes also showed a touch of touch and yearning. 

   Even in the candle night, his expression is a little weird. 

   It looks so special, how do you feel that Jun Xiaoyao is the Lord of Demon Darkness? 

   The overbearing meaning made him frown secretly. 

   "Yu Xiaoyao, don't think that I am the same as before!" 

   Naraku couldn't hold back a little. 

   Although he hasn't really got that drop of black blood yet. 

   But he, who possesses the armor of the Heretic God and the inheritance of the Heretic God, thinks 

that he is no longer inferior to Jun Xiaoyao. 



   "Cthulhu Art, Spear of Destroying God!" 

  Nana fell into the body, the purple black evil force surged, and between the overturns, it 

condensed into a purple black spear, with a sharp meaning that penetrates the world. 

   Heretic God Art is the taboo method of the Ethical God of Eight Qi. 

   If this trick is performed by the true evil god, the entire sea of chaos will collapse. 

  Nara has not grown up yet, but his trick is extremely powerful. 

  In addition to the increase in the attributes of the Heretic God Armor, this move made both Zhuye 

and Yun Xiaohei secretly startled. 

   It is also very difficult for them to take this trick. 

   "That armor..." 

   Jun Xiaoyao immediately noticed it. 

   That armor seemed to increase Naraku's power. 

   "However, this kind of increase method is not just for you..." 

   Jun Xiaoyao sneered secretly. 

   Inside, the supreme god's blood is boiling! 

   The Supreme Divine Blood after the Supreme Bone Realm was sublimated, also brought him the 

Fourth Supreme Art with the power of amplification. 

   Supreme Divine Blood, as if burning. 

   Jun Xiaoyao's strength has skyrocketed in all aspects. 

   He holds the halberd of God's Weeping, a dazzling light of creation, flowing on the halberd blade. 

   Genesis, the power of the light of God, blessed on the halberd of God Cry. 

   Jun Xiaoyao smashed out with a halberd force, cut through the vast expanse of thousands of miles, 

the void shattered, and the entire sea was divided into two! 

Chapter 1074: Ultimate emperor clan, Moshi 1 clan, Moro 

   The increase of the fourth supreme technique, plus the power of Genesis, the light of God. 

   plus the power of the God Cry Halberd itself. 

   Even though Naraku had the blessing of the Cthulhu Armor, he also displayed the Cthulhu Art. 

   In such a collision, it is still completely downwind. 

   The shocking power of horror swept all directions. 
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   The condensed spear of God Destroying was directly slashed by the Divine Cry Halberd and turned 

into a light spot in the sky. 

   Then the halberd blade casts its momentum unabated, and slashes towards Naraku! 

   Nai felt it instantly, a feeling of death, approaching her heart. 

  He hurriedly displayed the method of defense. 

  Purple black evil force, condensed into a barrier in front of him. 

boom! 

   God Cry Halberd, once again beheaded the barrier. 

   But the power is also weakened. 

   Then the halberd blade slashed heavily on the Cthulhu Armor. 

   dazzling sparks burst. 

   The sound of metal collision, like a golden iron horse, and like the sound of the Celestial Refining 

Chamber, was deafening, piercing the eardrums of people. 

  噗...... 

   Naraku was impacted, and his figure flew upside down like a cannonball. 

   But the God Cry Halberd did not cut through the Cthulhu's armor. 

   The Armor of the Cthulhu, as the forbidden weapon of the Ethical God of Eight Qi. 

   is also an existence of the World Exterminating Forbidden Device level, and is at the same level as 

the God Cry Halberd, so naturally it can't be that fragile. 

   "I just said, Yu Xiaoyao, you want to kill me, it's not that simple!" 

   Naraku's mouth raised a cold smile. 

   Putting on the armor of the evil god, even Xiao Tianzun couldn't help him. 

   "A tortoise shell can make you so confident?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao has no expression on his face, and continues to shoot. 

   Naraku was completely crushed and beaten. 

   Although the Halberd of Cry Cry cannot smash the armor of the evil god. 

   But that counter-shock force is unavoidable. 

  Ling Na fell into her chest, blood was tumbling, and her ribs were broken a lot. 

   Finally, under Jun Xiaoyao's series of impenetrable offensives. 



   Naraku's figure was directly shocked, and blood and broken organs were vomited out of her 

mouth. 

  He was shaped like a cannonball and landed on an island in the distance. 

   The island was directly smashed by Naraku, and it was torn apart. 

   "Damn it, Yu Xiaoyao!" 

   Purple flames spurted out of Naraku's eyes. 

   Although he is protected by the Heretic God's armor, he will not be beheaded by Jun Xiaoyao. 

   Being crushed so embarrassingly is also unacceptable to him. 

   was in Naraku, and wanted to perform the ultimate move of the Cthulhu Art once again, and when 

he was in a decisive battle with Jun Xiaoyao. 

   A faint voice sounded. 

   "Everyone, stop doing it for now." 

   Hearing this sound, everyone's eyes were staring. 

   In the mist in the distance, a flat boat came. 

   An old man wearing a hat and holding wood pulp is rowing a boat. 

   Another figure is a handsome young man. 

   A pair of eyes are pure black, without whites, they look evil and weird. 

   Everyone present, all on the young man, felt a dark breath of the same origin. 

   "It seems that you are the last king to appear." 

   Jun Xiaoyao temporarily stopped and put away the halberd of God Cry. 

   "The first king." 

   The young man glanced at Jun Xiaoyao, and then looked at Naraku who was rather embarrassed 

not far away. 

   "Are you the Lord of Demon?" 

   The young man tilted his head slightly, his expression also a little weird. 

   This Monarch of Demon Darkness seems to be a bit miserable to be taught by the First King. 

   "Exactly." 

   Naraku said, the evil force in his body was gushing out, and his injuries were recovering quickly. 

   His expression is also a bit ugly. 

   As the Lord of Demon Darkness, his face was all lost. 



   "Okay, then I will formally introduce it." 

   The young man smiled faintly. 

   "I am the third king, and I am also a leader. My name is Mohula, and I come from the Moshi clan." 

  Mahira's words immediately caused Kagura, Zhuye and others, and their bodies were shocked. 

  Although they had anticipated something, they were still shocked when they really learned about 

the identity of the young man. 

   "Mashi Clan, one of the ultimate imperial clan in the Unspeakable Land." Kagura's expression 

became a bit solemn. 

   "Oh, the demons." 

   Jun Xiaoyao's expression is very calm. 

   This is the first time he has encountered a creature of the ultimate emperor. 

  Namura looks really not weak. 

   Even the old man in punting, his cultivation is unfathomable. 

   Kagura approached Jun Xiaoyao's ears, and said: "The Demon Beginning Clan, rumored to originate 

from the Origin of Ten Thousand Demons, is one of the oldest lines in our world, and it seems to be 

closely related to misfortune." 

   "The Origin of Ten Thousand Demons..." Jun Xiaoyao muttered to himself. 

   was the ultimate disaster first, and now it is the beginning of the ten thousand demons. 

   There are so many secrets in foreign land. 

   "You are all compatriots, working together in the great misfortune, why do you have to fight each 

other?" Mahuluo said. 

   Naraku said with a cold expression: "It's just that there are people who do not distinguish between 

esteem and inferiority. I don't know who is his leader." 

   "Dare you bark when your defeated generals dare?" Jun Xiaoyao sneered. 

   "Are you really the Lord of Demon Darkness?" 

  Mahira looked at Naraku. 

   To tell the truth, Naraku's embarrassed appearance really doesn't look like Lord Demon. 

   On the contrary, it is Jun Xiaoyao, with a deep breath, if the chaos **** king, it is like a real 

monarch. 

   "Why, do you doubt me?" Naraku's tone sank. 

   If it hadn't been because Mahuluo belonged to the Moshi clan, his attitude would have been 

worse. 



   "No, it's just a bit of an accident. After all, the rumored Monarch of Demon Evil has been 

enlightened by a great evil and has the strength to rule the six kings, but you..." 

   Mo Xiluo wanted to speak but stopped. 

  The implication was that Naraku was too weak to convince the crowd. 

   "I haven't fully awakened yet, there is still one thing missing." Naraku snorted coldly. 

"what?" 

   "Black blood." Naraku's eyes were sharp. 

   He is not afraid to say it. 

  Because in his memory, only Lord Demon Evil is qualified to refine and obtain the power of black 

blood. 

   If other creatures get it, they will refining it rashly, and then they will fall into madness. 

  Zhong directly exploded and died. 

   It can be said that even if there is a drop of black blood in front of everyone. 

   He is the only one who is qualified to refine. 

   "So, there are some vague records in my clan." Mahuluo nodded slightly. 

   As for Jun Xiaoyao, a dark light flashed under his eyes. 

   The corners of his mouth also have a touch of playfulness. 

   It seems that what Kagura said is correct. 

   "The black blood in Nai Luo's mouth is probably the same substance as the black blood of God I 

signed in." Jun Xiaoyao thought to himself. 

   At this time, Mohuluo said: "In this case, as long as you fuse black blood, you can prove that you 

are the real Lord of Demon and you can gain the power to rule the six kings." 

   "Of course, but you mean..." 

  Nara's eyes flashed brilliantly. 

   "Yes, I do know that there is black blood in the unspeakable place~www.mtlnovel.com~." 

  Mo Shuiluo's words caused Naraku's breathing to become rapid, and the purple evil force surged in 

her eyes. 

"where is it?" 

   He can't wait any longer. 

   "Don't worry, I will take you through the misty area to the unspeakable place." 



   "After all, we six kings, we still have to open the way to the depths of the unspeakable land 

together, and it is even possible to see a truly great misfortune!" 

   Mo Xiluo said here, with a touch of fanatical piety in his eyes. 

   The door in the depths of the Unspeakable Land requires the Six Kings to urge six World 

Exterminators to open it. 

   I don’t know how many epochs there are. No one has opened it. 

  In this era, they are likely to see the true ultimate disaster! 

   And Naraku's expression is also impatient. 

   He turned to look at Jun Xiaoyao, his expression amused. 

   "Yu Xiaoyao, your good days are running out. When I get black blood, then..." 

   Naraku smiled coldly. 

   Jun Xiaoyao shook his head slightly. 

   In his heart, he has already begun to mourn for Naraku. 

Chapter 1075: The black blood falls, the end of the Styx River, arrives in the unspeakable 

   "Everyone, please get on the boat. Without me, this misty area would not be so easy to cross." 

   Mo Xiluo smiled slightly. 

   Jun Xiaoyao, Kagura, Su Hongyi, Naruo, Yun Xiaohei, and Zhuye Six also set foot on the Bianzhou. 

   Although the boat is not big, it’s okay to stand with a few people. 

   "They can't enter." 

   Mo Huiluo glanced at the boat that Yun Xiaohei was riding in, and there were some immortal 

emperor creatures on it. 

   However, these beings who are on the outside, in front of the Mahuluo of the Moshi clan, did not 

dare to exaggerate. 

   These people originally came to protect Yun Xiaohei, but they don't need it now. 

   They all left with their hands. 

   Yun Xiaohei is also calm. 

   Knowing that it is impossible for Jun Xiaoyao to shoot him now. 

   If Jun Xiaoyao made a move, Mahuluo would not agree to be the first one. 

   After all, opening the door to the Unspeakable Land requires the six of them to act together. 

  After everyone got on the boat. 
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   The old man wearing a hat also started rowing a boat. 

   A leaf of a flat boat began to enter the misty area. 

   The surrounding area is gray and foggy. 

   Jun Xiaoyao felt that there was also some dark matter in the gray mist. 

   Jun Xiaoyao is already familiar with this substance. 

   I have been in touch since the very first Yuantian Supreme Secret Store. 

   This kind of substance poses a big threat to the creatures in the fairyland. 

   If you don’t resist, you will fall into madness. 

   But it has no effect on alien creatures. 

   Because they have this substance more or less in their bodies. 

   This is also the reason why alien creatures are stronger than immortal creatures at the same level. 

   "Ultimate misfortune, I must figure out what you are?" Jun Xiaoyao thought. 

   At this time, he noticed a glance. 

   is Mahiro, staring at him all the time. 

   "What?" Jun Xiaoyao smiled faintly. 

   "It's nothing, but I think you, the first king, seem to be too strong." Mahuluo also smiled. 

   "If this is the case, then I will accept this as a compliment." 

   Jun Xiaoyao is peaceful and natural. 

   There is fate and emptiness, and there is also a cover up by the Dafa. 

   He believes that he will not be easily spotted. 

   "By the way, where is the location of the black blood you mentioned?" 

   Naraku was a little impatient. 

   Mo Xiluo said: "Styx, I should know." 

   Everyone nodded slightly. 

   "As a river that straddles our ten largest states, it ends up in an unspeakable place. Rumor has it 

that there is a drop of black blood at the end." 

  Mahila's words are surprising. 

   "Could it be that the dark matter in Styx is all..." Kagura thought immediately. 

   "Yes, it's all from that drop of black blood." Mohuluo said. 



   hiss... 

   Zhuye and others were shocked. 

   Styx is so wide that it spans ten states. 

   However, just the power of that drop of black blood filled the entire river with the power of dark 

matter. 

   This is enough to represent how powerful the drop of blood is. 

   As for Jun Xiaoyao, a hint of thought flashed in his eyes. 

   He thought of a conspiracy theory. 

   If that drop of black blood comes from the ultimate disaster. 

   Then, with the help of a drop of black blood, he shaped Styx across the ten states. 

   can infect foreign creatures in a very short time, and make them possess dark matter in their 

bodies. 

   If this conspiracy is spoken out, it will definitely subvert the imagination of alien creatures! 

   Of course, it is impossible for Jun Xiaoyao to speak out. 

   If he raises doubts now, it will definitely arouse Morhilo's suspicion. 

   After all, Mahiro is a devout believer in the ultimate misfortune. 

   In other words, the entire Moshi clan are believers in the ultimate misfortune. 

   Besides, Jun Xiaoyao thought of another point. 

   Styx is extremely important to Luo Xiangling. 

   He thought, at the end of the Styx, whether there is something that can help Luo Xiangling to 

transform and break through, that would be great. 

   "However, if it is really like you said, that drop of black blood has such a strong power, why is there 

no immortal to take it?" Naraku frowned and asked. 

   The power of black blood is beyond doubt. 

   Even if it is the King of Immortality, it will be tempted. 

   Mo Suiluo heard the words and shook his head. 

   "At the end of the Styx, there is an ancient formation, and that drop of black blood should be in the 

formation." 

   "The ancient formation is not how strong it is, it is just a rumor, and it is related to the great 

misfortune, so no one dares to go beyond half a step." 



   "If you are really the Lord of the Demon Demon who was chosen by the great evil, that drop of 

black blood should automatically resonate with you." Moheiro explained. 

   "That's it." 

   Naraku felt more relieved after hearing this. 

   In this way, no one can compete with him for that drop of black blood. 

   Because of him, he is the only monarch. 

   Jun Xiaoyao listened silently, a thought flashed in his eyes. 

   At this moment, the sea suddenly made waves. 

   In the fog ahead, there seemed to be many shadows, like the tentacles of an octopus. 

   A powerful breath emerged from the abyss of the sea. 

"what is that?" 

   Zhuye, Yun Xiaohei and others were all surprised. 

   It feels like some kind of ancient terrifying sea beast. 

   "Don't worry about it." Mashuluo was not surprised. 

   "Presumptuous!" 

   The old man in a boat with a hat on his head snorted. 

   A terrifying coercion poured out, covering the entire sea area! 

   "The God of Good Fortune!" 

   felt this almost suffocating breath. 

   On the night of the candle on the flat boat, Yun Xiaohei and others felt their breathing stagnated, 

and their bodies couldn't help but recede. 

   Only the monarch is happy, standing still. 

   Kagura and Su Hongyi leaned behind them. 

   "It's worthy of being the ultimate emperor." Jun Xiaoyao smiled slightly. 

  Even an old man in a boat has a god-level cultivation base. 

   "Ke is always a predecessor who specializes in introducing him. We don't have to worry about him 

if he is there." Mahuluo smiled slightly. 

   The next way, although there are many restricted areas, Jedi, and all kinds of terrifying sea beasts. 

   But under the leadership of Ke Lao, there are still surprises. 

   Several days have passed. 



   The fog in front of me finally dissipated. 

   his vision suddenly opened up. 

   Everyone looked at it together, all breathing was stagnant. 

   That is a huge dark continent. 

   exudes a breath of deathly silence. 

   But this dead silence is not the dead silence of extinction. 

   This kind of environment, for the creatures of the ultimate emperor, UU reading www. 

uukanshu.com is fertile and treasured land. 

   But for the creatures of the fairyland, it is definitely a barren land. 

   "Everyone, welcome to the core of our world, the unspeakable place." Mohula smiled. 

   Jun Xiaoyao held his hand and looked at the dark continent in front of him. 

   The immortal domain lives in the billions. 

   How many more creatures can reach this place? 

   Among the younger generation, Jun Xiaoyao is almost the first one. 

   "Next, go straight to the end of the Styx." 

   Naraku can't wait to fuse the black blood. 

"Oh, okay." 

  Mahira glanced at Naraku. 

  Na Luo turned to look at Jun Xiaoyao, with a smile on his face. 

   "Don't worry, when I truly become the Lord of Demon, I won't kill you, because you have to rely on 

you to open the door." 

   "But...I will let you understand what is the way of inferiority!" 

   Naraku seemed to have seen it, Jun Xiaoyao was at his feet in a dog-like posture. 

   Jun Xiaoyao didn't even pay attention to Naraku, just ignored it. 

   He is so anxious to find death, what can Jun Xiaoyao say? 

Chapter 1076: Black blood appeared, Nara was full of joy and sorrow, Jun Xiaoyao was... 

   Seeing Jun Xiaoyao's ignorance, Na Luo held a fire in his heart and withdrew his gloomy gaze. 

   has become a shame at the wedding banquet, he will ask Jun Xiaoyao to get it back. 

   "Then let's go." 
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  Mahula naturally knew that Naraku seemed to have a feast with Jun Xiaoyao. 

   But he didn't say which side he was on. 

   However, if Naraku is really the Lord of Demon, then he will also face the Lord of Demon. 

   After all, Lord Demon is the ultimate misfortune-chosen existence. 

   After that, Mahuluo led the crowd and set foot on the Dark Continent. 

   As for the old Ke, he never followed, but rowed and punted and disappeared into the mist again. 

   Jun Xiaoyao and other six kings, plus Naraku, a total of seven people, traveled from the sky, and 

under the leadership of Mahuluo, headed to the end of the Styx. 

   Looking around, the unspeakable land is so vast. Above the sky is an endless dark universe, with 

stars dotted like diamonds. 

   Here is the ancestral land of the ultimate emperor. 

   Jun Xiaoyao came all the way, but did not see any creatures. 

  Even all kinds of monsters are extremely rare. 

   The world is silent. 

   This kind of weird silence makes people feel a little hairy. 

   But everyone present was not mortal, so they adapted quickly. 

   "By the way, after we go to the depths of the Unspeakable Land, where is the specific location?" 

   When I was free, I opened my mouth on the night of the candle and asked about Mahuluo. 

   As a creature of the Moshi clan, Mahuluo knows obviously much more than these people. 

   Mohula didn't mind to say it, and said, "In the depths of the Unspeakable Land, there is an area 

named Wutian Dark Realm." 

   "No sky and dark world?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao and others turned their attention to Mahuluo. 

   These messages are extremely important. 

   "Yes, if the Unspeakable Land is the ancient land of our world, then the Skyless Dark Realm is the 

core of the Unspeakable Land." 

   "The rumor has it that there is a great ultimate disaster." 

   "And the six world-destroying forbidden devices owned by our six kings are the keys to unlocking 

the skyless and dark world." 

   "If there is no us, no one can enter the dark world without sky." 



  Mahira’s words conveyed a very important message. 

   "Then do you know what the ultimate disaster is?" Kagura couldn't help asking. 

   The ultimate misfortune is too mysterious, even she is very curious. 

   Immortal emperors outside the unspeakable land, it is difficult to explore the source of the 

ultimate disaster. 

   There should be some records about the ultimate emperor in the unspeakable land. 

   But who would have thought that Maura actually stretched out his fingers on his mouth and said: 

"Hush, don't try to figure out what the great misfortune is." 

   "He cannot be described, no one knows, and there is no detailed record in my clan." 

   "Anyway, soon, we will be able to meet." 

   Seeing Mashuluo's pious and fanatical look. 

   Kagura curled his lips. 

   Isn’t this the same as saying nothing? 

   Jun Xiaoyao is also thinking secretly. 

   To tell the truth, he is thinking about it, what should he do if he really enters the world of 

skylessness afterwards? 

   After all, the ultimate disaster is no ordinary existence. 

   Compared to the King of Immortality, I don’t know how many times it is terrifying. 

   Jun Xiaoyao is indeed not too sure that he can fool the ultimate misfortune. 

   He doesn't even know what the **** is the ultimate disaster? 

   This kind of enemy is dark and we are bright, making Jun Xiaoyao into a passive situation. 

   "Forget it, take one step and look one step at a time. It is impossible to make me shrink." Jun 

Xiaoyao secretly said in his heart. 

   have come. 

   Jun Xiaoyao is not the kind of person who shrinks. 

   Next, they continued to move forward. 

   Before the system refreshed the sign-in place, I used to say sign-in in an unspeakable place. 

   Now there is no movement. 

   Jun Xiaoyao knew that he hadn't really entered the depths of the unspeakable place, that is, the 

skyless dark world. 



   Seven days have passed. 

   Jun Xiaoyao and others arrived at the source of the Styx River. 

   I glanced at it, and there was a sound of rushing river in front of me. 

  The thick gray haze enveloped the sky and the earth. 

   is even thicker than the fog in the foggy area before. 

   The mighty Styx is surging. 

   The dark matter contained in it is far superior to other places. 

   "The front is the end of the Styx. This is the end point and the starting point of the origin." 

Moheluo said. 

   Everyone looked at it, and a layer of translucent black light enveloped that area. 

   "It must be the ancient formation that covers the source of the Styx River." Jun Xiaoyao thought. 

   Then, he saw it again. In that formation, there seemed to be a dark blue bead. 

   Inside the bead, there was a drop of blood that was extremely dark and deep. 

   The mighty Styx, driven by the beads, is surging endlessly. 

   "That's the source of Styx's power, the Heavenly Underworld God Pearl, what you want is in that 

Pearl." Mohe Luo said. 

   Naraku's breathing couldn't help but get up quickly. 

   He could feel that every cell in his body seemed to be calling for that drop of blood. 

  The old memories came to my heart again. 

   It's a feeling of the same blood. 

   Naraku has no doubt that if he can get that drop of blood. 

   will have a real qualitative change. 

   That is a completely reborn change from the body to the soul. 

   The power of the Evil God of Eight Qi and the Lord of Demon will be completely aroused! 

   When the time comes, let alone Jun Xiaoyao. 

  He has that confidence and can completely suppress the Six Kings! 

   Naraku's heart was beating vigorously, and he slowly walked towards the ancient formation. 

   Everyone else is staring carefully. 

   Zhuye and Yun Xiaohei, there is no doubt that Naraku is the Lord of Demon Darkness. 



   And they happened to stand right. 

   Mo Xiluo, with a hint of suspicion. 

   Because of Naraku's performance before, it was really a bit unbearable, and the first impression 

was lowered. 

   But if Naraku can really fuse black blood, then he will naturally recognize Naraku's status as the 

monarch. 

   As for Kagura, he was very nervous, praying in his heart, and Naraku would not succeed. 

   Otherwise, Jun Xiaoyao would really be in trouble. 

   Su Hongyi did not show any expressions from beginning to end. 

   Regardless of whether Naraku is the Lord of Demon, she will always be loyal, only Jun Xiaoyao. 

   And Jun Xiaoyao, on the contrary, among the six kings, the expression is the most relaxed and 

freehand, without feeling the slightest pressure. 

   But this does not mean that Jun Xiaoyao is right. 

   He began to silently urge, that drop of God's black blood in the universe within him. 

   suddenly. 

In the    Heaven and Underworld God Pearl, the black blood that has been silent, UU reading 

www.uukanshu.com suddenly trembled. 

   Like a life with self-consciousness, it began to wriggle and writhe. 

   "Sure enough, there is a reaction!" Yun Xiaohei's eyes narrowed. 

   "He really is the real Lord of the Demon!" Zhuye also said. 

   Naraku's eyes were bloodshot, and he was so nervous that he even stopped breathing. 

   Finally, he came to the edge of the ancient formation. 

   The drop of black blood in the Heavenly Underworld God Orb seemed to have some kind of 

resonance, but it was directly stopped inside the pearl and shot towards Naraku! 

   "Come on, put it on me, and let Lord Demon Lord awaken in this world again!" 

   Nara opened her arms to welcome the fusion of black blood. 

   But...! 

   That drop of black blood, the hole shot in the direction of Naraku, and then it passed by! 

   Finally, he was suspended in front of Jun Xiaoyao. 

   Jun Xiaoyao put one hand behind him, and with the other hand, he slowly held up the drop of 

black blood, making it suspended in his palm. 



   The extremely indifferent words came from his mouth. 

   "I don't want to be a monarch, but destiny has been added to me." 

   "Nara, you can say your last words." 

Chapter 1077: True and false monarchs, fused with black blood, erode the truth of the soul 

   The atmosphere between heaven and earth plunged into an extremely strange and silent 

atmosphere. 

   Everyone, none of them recovered. 

   just stared blankly, that drop of black blood was suspended in front of Jun Xiaoyao. 

   "What's going on here?" 

   Zhu Ye and Yun Xiaohei are completely confused, their thinking is broken, and they are completely 

unable to understand the scene in front of them. 

   Mo Huiluo also showed a very surprised look in his eyes. 

   And Kagura, after a short lag, extremely surprises and surprises appeared in his beautiful eyes. 

   To be honest, she really never thought of it. 

   Why, before Jun Xiaoyao was so calm, so indifferent. 

   At that time, she didn't understand. 

   Now, she understands. 

  Because of Jun Xiaoyao, he is the real Lord of Demon Darkness! 

   As for Naraku. 

   My mind roared and went blank. 

  'S face turned into blue-purple. 

   His throat seemed to be pinched by a pair of invisible hands, making it hard for him to breathe. 

How is this going? 

  What the **** is this special? 

   Nai falls into her temples, and the veins are violent! 

   Okay, is he the Lord of Demon? 

  He is the heir to the evil **** of eight Qi! 

   "How can this happen, something must be wrong, I am the Lord of Demon, I am the real Lord!" 

   Naraku shook his head frantically, unbelievable. 
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   All this seems to be a dream. 

   From the very beginning, it became a sweet dream for the Lord of Demon. 

   Until now, the dream was shattered and became a nightmare. 

   Such a gap, Naraku cannot accept it! 

   "You are Lord Demon, then why doesn't this drop of black blood choose you?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao looks indifferent. 

   "It must be some special method you used, the black blood is mine!" 

   Naraku roared sharply, and the blue veins on her neck stirred. 

   He rushed towards Jun Xiaoyao directly, trying to **** the black blood. 

   Jun Xiaoyao looked cold and indifferent, lifted his palm, and the big Chaos mudra slapped out, 

shaking Nairo back. 

   Although what Naraku really said was the truth. 

   This drop of black blood resonated with the black blood in his body, so it fell on him. 

   But Jun Xiaoyao is obviously impossible to say. 

   "I didn't expect it, I didn't expect it, I said, Lord Demon should not be so weak." 

   Mo Suluo suddenly realized, and I figured it out. 

   Why is Jun Xiaoyao so strong and Naraku so weak. 

   In the end, Jun Xiaoyao is the real Lord of Demon Darkness. 

   "Hey, Yiwangdian really surprises Nunu again." 

   Kagura even smiled. 

   Now she is completely relieved. 

   Looking at Zhuye and Yun Xiaohei on the other hand, his face is ugly to the extreme. 

   They are on the wrong team! 

   not only stood on the wrong side, but also had a big feud with Jun Xiaoyao. 

   "But, he is the first king, how could he be the Lord of Demon?" 

   Zhuye couldn't help retorting. 

   "Who said that the first king and the demon lord can not be the same person, did you make it?" 

   Kagura retorted. 

   Zhuye’s throat choked, and I really couldn’t say anything to refute. 



   Because of the record of Lord Demon, it is very vague. 

   "He hasn't really fuse black blood yet!" 

   Yun Xiaohei fixed his eyes on Jun Xiaoyao. 

   He absolutely does not want to see, Jun Xiaoyao is the Lord of Demon Darkness. 

   Let the enemy let his boss lead him, who can bear it? 

   Jun Xiaoyao's eyes showed a cold sneer. 

   The next moment, in everyone's eyes. 

   Jun Xiaoyao directly shot that drop of black blood into his body. 

   Boom! 

   In an instant. 

   A terrifying force filled Jun Xiaoyao's body. 

   Jun Xiaoyao felt like an infinite wave of power flooded himself. 

   Every cell seems to be bursting! 

   Black blood, only the true Lord of Demon can fuse. 

   Jun Xiaoyao knew that he was not really the Lord of the Demon Darkness. 

   was just attracted by the black blood of God. 

   But, fortunately, Jun Xiaoyao has a chaotic physique. 

   If it is another physique, almost ninety-nine percent will be blown up. 

   rumbling! 

  The world is overturned! 

   The universe is tumbling! 

   An unparalleled power of primitive darkness burst out from Jun Xiaoyao's body. 

   The entire sky is covered by shady scenes. 

   Endless dark clouds, shrouded the unspeakable place! 

   This wave of fluctuations also shocked some of the ultimate emperor creatures in Unspeakable 

Land. 

   "That breath..." 

   "Someone fuse that drop of blood!" 

   "The Monarch of Demon Darkness really appeared as expected." 



   "Next, the skyless dark world will open, and the ultimate evil will return again!" 

   "The end of the fairyland is coming..." 

   In some of the ultimate ancestors of the emperor, there are ancient existences whispering. 

   And now, at the source of the Styx River. 

   Yun Xiaohei was shocked and unable to add any more. 

   He just said that Jun Xiaoyao didn't really fuse the black blood, so Jun Xiaoyao took the black blood 

into his body. 

   This face-slap, pop! 

   "Impossible, if it weren't for the real Lord of the Demon, he would fall into a madness, or he would 

burst into death. 

   "I don't believe it, I am the real Lord of Demon!" 

   Naraku's eyes were red like dripping blood, staring at Jun Xiaoyao. 

   He understands with ancient memories. 

   He is indeed the real Lord of Demon. 

   He didn't understand how Jun Xiaoyao could attract black blood. 

   But he believes that Jun Xiaoyao must not blend perfectly! 

   Kagura, Su Hongyi and the two women also stared at Jun Xiaoyao nervously. 

   "If it's true or not, you will know it at first inspection." Mo Huiluo also looked at Jun Xiaoyao. 

   If it can be perfectly integrated, then Jun Xiaoyao will naturally be the Lord of Demon. 

   If it cannot be merged. 

   I'm afraid, there is something tricky in it. 

   At this moment, Jun Xiaoyao is trying his best to control the power of black blood. 

   This power far exceeded Jun Xiaoyao's expectations. 

   The drop of black blood before, although it can make Jun Xiaoyao enter the dark mode, he has 

never actually used it. 

   In other words, this is the first time Jun Xiaoyao has merged black blood. 

   Jun Xiaoyao was a little surprised. 

   Although the power of this black blood is extremely strong, it seems to be weaker than the black 

blood of God. 

   is like diluted black blood. 



   But the dark matter contained in it is of the same origin. 

   The power of chaos, the power of the Xumi world, the supreme **** blood. 

   Even the power of the origin of the universe in the inner universe was sacrificed by Jun Xiaoyao to 

suppress the power of black blood. 

   But, suddenly. 

   In Jun Xiaoyao's mind, where the soul is. 

   There was a sudden surging of grey mist and attacked. 

   wants to submerge the soul of Immersion Jun Xiaoyao. 

   "Could it be that this is the truth that dark matter drives creatures crazy?" 

   Feeling the gray mist that hits, it is going to be contaminated with the soul. 

   Jun Xiaoyao reacted. 

   Why does the gray fog make the creatures of the fairyland go crazy. 

   It turns out that this kind of gray mist has a very strong power to invade and corrode the soul. 

   The soul is corroded by pollution, and naturally it will fall into madness. 

   Jun Xiaoyao became more curious about the origin of dark matter and black blood. 

   Right now, in his mind, the three generations of Yuanshen released endless light. 

   In the past, present, and future, three primordial spirits emerge. 

   is like three gods sitting cross-legged, releasing dazzling soul light. 

   "If the three generations were not complete, there might be some trouble, but now..." 

   Jun Xiaoyao is not afraid at all! 

   Three generations of Yuanshen manifested in the past, UU reading www.uukānshu.com present 

and future. 

   does not live or die, is not dirty or clean, does not increase or decrease. 

   Even if it is weird like dark matter, it cannot be contaminated with the soul of Jun Xiaoyao. 

   is even less likely to drive him into madness. 

   At the same time, Jun Xiaoyao also felt that part of the power of the black blood was converging 

towards his eyes. 

   seems to be brewing some terrifying and weird big change! 

   while in the outside world. 

   Everyone is watching, Jun Xiaoyao who is wrapped in thick black mist. 



   "Why is there no movement?" Kagura was a little anxious. 

   "Haha, I don't see it, this is the fate of trying to fuse the black blood!" Naraku couldn't help but 

laugh. 

   "Is it really tricky?" Mashuluo also showed suspicion. 

   But just then. 

   rumbling! 

   In the black mist, like thunder rolling, a terrifying aura exudes! 

   Immediately, the black mist diffused away. 

   Jun Xiaoyao's figure slowly appeared. 

Chapter 1078: The Eye of the End, the demonized version of Jun Xiaoyao, I am the King, you... 

   There was no sound in the world. 

   Everyone's eyes are coincidentally, fixed on Jun Xiaoyao. 

   Jun Xiaoyao at this moment is different from before. 

   His black hair turned pale as snow. 

   Three thousand white hair, fluttering in the void! 

   His eyes were closed tightly. 

   The whole person, the figure is slender, and the clothes are better than snow. 

   Like a **** with closed eyes. 

   In the holiness, there is an indescribable sense of evil. 

   This weird feeling caused Ling Na Luo, Zhuye, Yun Xiaohei and others to feel a thud in their hearts. 

   Something is wrong! 

   Very wrong! 

   "Did the Yiwangdian successfully integrate black blood?" Kagura was also nervously paying 

attention. 

   The breath of Jun Xiaoyao at this moment is profound and unfathomable. 

   No one knows what state he is in now and how strong he is. 

   "The son's breath, something is wrong..." 

   Su Hongyi, who has always been taciturn to others, suddenly said. 

   "What do you mean?" Kagura was puzzled. 
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   "It feels that the temperament is different, it's a bit unlike... the son..." Su Hongyi said hesitantly. 

   "It's not like a palace of kings, how could this be possible, did the black blood affect the palace of 

kings?" Kagura's expression changed slightly. 

   "What the **** is going on, has it succeeded?" Mahiro was also very curious. 

   is at the moment when everyone is thinking about everything. 

   Jun Xiaoyao's closed eyes finally opened slowly. 

   as his eyes opened. 

   The whole world is shaking! 

  The unspeakable place, the rules are special, the earth is extremely strong, and it is difficult for the 

general supreme to break it. 

but now. 

   The earth around Jun Xiaoyao is shaking, cracking, and sinking! 

   Everyone's breathing stopped at this moment. 

   Because of Jun Xiaoyao's eyes, deep, faint and evil purple light glowed. 

   In the pupils, there are mysterious runes manifested. 

   ancient, mysterious and profound. 

   and very cold! 

   is like the ancient demon king, overlooking all beings and ants! 

   "That...that is, the last eye!" 

   Mo Huiluo saw Jun Xiaoyao's faint purple eyes glowing, his expression was agitated, and his body 

couldn't help shaking. 

   "It is rumored that when the eyes of the end are opened, it is the beginning of the world's 

perdition!" 

   "The final eye will bring the final ending to Xianyu!" 

   "Subordinate Mohula, see Lord Demon!" 

   Mo Xiluo yelled, extremely excited, and knelt down directly at Jun Xiaoyao! 

  The taboo Tianjiao of the Demon clan, kneels to other people! 

   This is simply unimaginable! 

   But now, it appears in front of everyone alive! 

   "How is it possible that he is really the Lord of Demon Darkness?" 



   Zhuye and Yun Xiaohei, their complexions changed drastically, extremely pale! 

   Jun Xiaoyao really combines the power of black blood. 

   even gave birth to the final eye that only the Lord of Demon can have. 

   Although they don't know it, Maurao certainly knows more than them. 

   "Subordinate Kagura, see Lord Demon!" 

   Kagura's expression is also extremely excited. 

   Unexpectedly, Jun Xiaoyao is really the Lord of Demon, she also knelt down in front of Jun Xiaoyao. 

   Su Hongyi naturally, needless to say, also knelt down to Jun Xiaoyao! 

   "No...no, it's impossible, absolutely impossible..." 

   "How could you be the Lord of the Demon, there must be something wrong with this?" 

   Naraku, there is no blood on his face, the whole person seems to be lost, and his mouth is talking 

nonsense. 

   He didn't understand. 

   can't understand at all. 

   Ignoring the others, Jun Xiaoyao slowly raised his hand. 

   "Is this the power of black blood?" 

   "It's really intoxicating." 

   Jun Xiaoyao's mouth evoked a cold and evil smile. 

   Su Hongyi said, Jun Xiaoyao's temperament is different from before. 

That's true. 

   If you say that the temperament of Jun Xiaoyao before, it is like an immortal and supernatural. 

   So now, Jun Xiaoyao is like the demon lord who sits in the depths of **** and rules the life and 

death of all souls. 

   Cold, evil, and handsome. 

   seems to make everyone willing to perish in his hands and turn into bones! 

   This is after getting black blood power. 

  The demonized version of Jun Xiaoyao! 

   "It seems that the ending is set." 

   Jun Xiaoyao looked at Naraku with his faint purple eyes. 



   In fact, at the moment when Jun Xiaoyao signed in God's Black Blood. 

   Naraku's fate is already doomed. 

   "I don't believe it, Yu Xiaoyao, what exactly did you use!" 

   "I am the heir to the evil **** of Eight Qi, and I am the real Lord of Demon!" 

   Naraku yelled and fell into madness. 

  The eyeballs must protrude from the eye sockets, and the face is distorted to the extreme! 

   Jun Xiaoyao ignored him, and between turning his hands, the halberd fell in his hand. 

   I don't know if it is because of the blessing of the power of black blood. 

  Even the Scary Halberd, there are purple and **** evil lights flowing on the surface. 

   The halberd blade is trembling slightly, blooming with unprecedented cold light! 

   "If you don't kill you with one move, I will kill myself on the spot!" 

  铮铮's words resounded throughout the world, and the universe has set off a storm. 

   "Haha, you want to kill me, delusion, I have the armor of the evil god, invincible defense, who can 

kill me!" 

   Naraku screamed violently, stimulating all potential and thoroughly mobilizing the evil power of 

the evil **** of Yaqi in his body. 

   Terrifying power erupted from Naraku's body! 

Before   , Jun Xiaoyao couldn't help him. 

   Now, still! 

   Jun Xiaoyao eyes, faint purple light blooms. 

   One of the powers of the Last Eye is to find all the weaknesses of existence. 

   Yes, everything exists! 

   Jun Xiaoyao said nothing, cut out with a halberd! 

   The sky is dim and the earth is dark, everything sinks! 

   The galaxy reverses, and the universe is shattered! 

   It seems that three thousand worlds have been shattered, and the universe and the universe are 

beginning to fall apart! 

   The power of darkness has overturned the boundlessness! 

   There is only a sharp halberd light that cuts through the universe, as if it can kill a hundred 

thousand gods and Buddhas! 



one strike! 

   fell on Naraku! 

   Click! 

  The armor of the evil god, shattered! 

   turned into countless fragments, exploded in all directions, piercing the nether void! 

   Naraku's body was instantly torn apart! 

   He didn't even have time to get panic! 

   The body has been shredded into the most primitive particles, returning between the heaven and 

the earth. 

   dead silence! 

   Complete silence! 

   The entire land at the source of the Styx is torn apart! 

   On the sky, a huge crack spanning one hundred thousand miles, like a dark sky, stretches across 

the sky! 

   The other kings who witnessed this scene had their expressions frozen and their scalps exploded! 

   is as powerful as Naraku, coupled with the invincible defense of the Cthulhu Armor. 

   was killed by Jun Xiaoyao! 

   A piece of bone, a piece of flesh and blood, nothing left. 

   turned into the most basic particles, UU reading www.uukanshu.com scattered in the world. 

   "Is this... the power of Lord Demon?" 

   Mo Xiluo knelt down, her body trembling. 

   Even though he is the ultimate emperor creature, he is still at a loss at this moment. 

   Yun Xiaohei and Zhu Ye, their legs softened, and collapsed to the ground with a thud. 

   The power of the whole body seemed to be emptied. 

   Kagura was so excited that she was blushing, and her whole body trembled with excitement. 

   The legs are tightly clamped. 

   The demonized king at this moment is Xiaoyao, domineering in capitals! 

   "The son..." Su Hongyi is also a little obsessed. 

   Although Jun Xiaoyao at this moment has a different temperament from the past. 



   But this kind of devil's temperament does not have a charm. 

   Jun Xiaoyao slowly collected the halberd, his eyes scanned the crowd. 

   Zhuye and Yun Xiaohei both lowered their heads, not daring to look directly at Jun Xiaoyao. 

   How strong Jun Xiaoyao is now, they can't even imagine! 

   "I will teach you what is a king and what is a minister." 

   "I am the king, and you are my minister." 

   "I refuse to accept, die!" 

Chapter 1079: The power of black blood, the sad reminder Fufeng King, suppressed with one hand... 

   The awe-inspiring voice resounded across the sky. 

   At this moment, no one refuted. 

   Su Hongyi, Kagura, will not refute it. 

   Mo Huiluo has long been conquered by Jun Xiaoyao's performance. 

   As for Zhuye and Yun Xiaohei. 

   is now like two trembling mice. 

  Don't talk about resisting. 

   did not even dare to say the word "no". 

   Jun Xiaoyao can kill Naraku, so naturally he can easily kill them. 

   "Kagura, see the monarch!" 

   "Su Hongyi, see the monarch!" 

   "Mahira, see the monarch!" 

   When Zhu Ye and Yun Xiaohei saw this, their expressions were as if they had eaten Xiang Xiang. 

   Finally, Zhuye’s teeth were broken, and he knelt down to Jun Xiaoyao. 

   "Candle night...see the monarch!" 

When    Yun Xiaohei saw this, he also gave up completely. 

   Now, he only asks Jun Xiaoyao not to kill him. 

   "Yun Xiaohei, see the monarch!" 

   The five world-destroying kings are destined to become big figures. 

   Now, they all kneel down to Jun Xiaoyao. 

   Looking at the five people kneeling in front of him, Jun Xiaoyao looked cold and indifferent. 
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   Although the dark matter did not erode Jun Xiaoyao's primordial spirit, it made him crazy. 

   But it did slightly affect Jun Xiaoyao's character. 

   makes him more cold and ruthless. 

   regards life as a child's play. 

   regards creatures as ants. 

   Of course, this is also under Jun Xiaoyao's control. 

   As long as he suppressed the power of black blood. 

   will naturally exit from the demonized state. 

   "Just this drop of black blood has brought me such power, how strong should it be if it merges with 

the black blood of God and enters the dark mode?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao now, there is no doubt. 

  Don't say it's Xiao Tianzun, even if the big Tianzun is in front of him, he will be torn by his hands. 

   This is the power of black blood. 

   And now, it is only a preliminary fusion, Jun Xiaoyao has also suppressed part of the power of black 

blood. 

   Otherwise, it's really uncontrollable. 

   "His Royal Highness, what are the next arrangements?" 

   Mo Xiluo's tone was a little cautious. 

   Although his background is very deep. 

   But the Lord of Demon, who has the final eye, will only surpass the ultimate emperor in the future. 

   It can be said that Lord Mosha is the direct line of the ultimate evil. 

   If he is from the Moshi clan. 

   The background of the Demon Lord is the ultimate disaster! 

   So even with the background of the Moshi clan, Mahuluo dare not disrespect Jun Xiaoyao at all. 

   Jun Xiaoyao is indifferent, without saying anything, just stepping into the ancient formation. 

   took the Heavenly Underworld God Pearl in his hand. 

   Styx’s power was immediately cut by half. 

  Heavenly God Pearl is the source of Styx. 

   Of course, the Styx that lost the black blood can no longer pollute the foreign land. 



   Although the foreign land has been contaminated by dark matter deep into the bones. 

   "You go first, I have something to do for the time being, and I will look for you directly at that 

time." Jun Xiaoyao's tone was cold. 

   "Yes, you should go to my clan first, and then go directly to the dark world of the sky." Mohuluo 

said. 

   Kagura and Su Hongyi both nodded slightly. 

   As for Zhuye and Yun Xiaohei, they are rather discouraged. 

   They knew that they were completely defeated. 

   Even life and death are controlled by Jun Xiaoyao's thoughts. 

   Soon, Mahuluo took everyone and left first. 

   As for Jun Xiaoyao, he took out a jade slip and slowly crushed it. 

   This jade slip belongs to Luo Xiangling. 

   She was worried about Jun Xiaoyao and gave him this jade slip. 

   At any time, if Jun Xiaoyao is in danger, she can crush it, and she will immediately notice it. 

   Of course, now, Jun Xiaoyao is going to take this to summon Luo Xiangling and hand over the 

Heavenly Underworld God Orb to her. 

   The Heavenly Underworld God Orb is the source of Styx's power and is very important to Luo 

Xiangling's cultivation. 

   Luo Xiangling is already his own, and her cultivation is strong, which is good for Jun Xiaoyao. 

   at the same moment when Jun Xiaoyao crushed the jade slip. 

   Styx State, God of War Academy. 

   Purple Bamboo Forest Residence. 

   Luo Xiangling, who was cultivating, immediately noticed the message. 

   "This is... Could something happen to Xiaoyao?" 

   Luo Xiang is as smooth as fat, showing a touch of surprise. 

   She has been paying attention to the news about Jun Xiaoyao. 

   I heard that before, Jun Xiaoyao made a lot of noise in the Great State on the other side and the 

Sea of Chaos. 

   Now that Jun Xiaoyao crushed the jade slip, could it be that something happened? 

   Luo Xiangling didn't hesitate at all, dashing through the void directly. 



   Quasi-immortal, you can cross the endless space in one thought. 

   and at the same time, on the other side. 

   Fufeng King’s retreat. 

   "The breath of King Luo disappeared, where did she go?" 

   Fufeng Wang showed a suspicious look in his eyes. 

   Before I heard that Jun Xiaoyao and Tushan Wumei were married, King Fufeng temporarily put 

aside his targeting. 

   thought that Jun Xiaoyao had no chance to be in contact with King Luo. 

   As a result, what happened later hit King Fufeng severely in the face. 

   Luo Xiangling and Jun Xiaoyao are getting closer instead. 

   Therefore, Fufeng Wang is very concerned about Luo Xiangling's movements. 

   "Did you go to find that kid again?" 

   Fufeng Wang's face was a bit ugly. 

   He left the retreat and was about to quietly follow Luo Xiangling to find out. 

   And at this moment, an old voice of divine thought came into the mind of King Fufeng. 

   "Fufeng King, come here." 

   This voice instantly made Fufeng King's face appear astonished. 

   "Shenao King?" 

  Fufeng King was surprised, but he didn't expect that King Shenao would summon him. 

   You must know that King Shenao is the ancient and supreme leader of the God of War Academy. 

   And the strength should be the strongest. 

   Even if he is quasi-immortal, he does not dare to be negligent. 

   Soon, King Fufeng came to the deepest underground cave in the school. 

   "The younger generation came to visit King Shenao." 

  Fufeng Wang slightly arched his hands in front of the cave. 

   Even if it is him, in front of the extremely ancient King Shenao, he can still be a junior. 

   "Go in!" 

   The voice of King Shenao came. 

   Fufeng Wang entered. 



   Soon, he saw King Shenao sitting cross-legged deep in the cave. 

   Shenao Wang has a turtle shell on its back, white temples, and bald forehead. 

   looked like an old man who couldn't be more ordinary. 

   But Fufeng King didn't dare to neglect the slightest, knowing that the strength of King Shenao was 

unfathomable. 

   "What's the matter with senpai?" 

   Fufeng Wang asked. 

   "Follow me." King Shen'ao expressionlessly turned and walked towards the depths of the cave. 

   Fufeng Wang showed incomprehension. 

   But he didn't doubt anything, and followed King Shen'ao. 

   The two came to the deepest part of this cave. 

   There is a misty atmosphere, as if in chaos. 

   "Senior, UU reading www.uukanshu.com..." Fufeng Wang was still puzzled. 

   "My lord, I have brought it." 

   King Shenao suddenly arched his hand slightly towards the misty depths of the Qi machine. 

   "What, King Shenao, you..." 

  Fufeng Wang was shocked. 

   What surprised him was that there were other creatures in the depths of this cave. 

  Instead, King Shenao unexpectedly called another existence as an adult. 

  What is this concept? 

   Fufeng King couldn’t think anymore. 

   completely don't understand what is going on. 

   rumbling! 

at this time! 

   In the depths of the mystery of Qi machine, a large hand of horror intertwined with laws 

protruded, as if covering the universe, and pressing against Fufeng King. 

"who is it!" 

   Fufeng King's whole body is hairy, and with a stern shout, the quasi-immortal breath is about to 

erupt! 

   As a result, he was pinched by the big hand with one hand and wrapped in it. 



  The terrifying Dao law turned into a melting pot, and the Fufeng King was sealed in it, without a 

trace of breath being released. 

   quasi-immortal, suppressed by one move! 

Chapter 1080: Quasi-immortal grabbed it as a mount, meeting ceremony 

   This scene in the underground cave heaven and blessed land, if seen by outsiders, it will definitely 

make the scalp numb! 

   Fufeng King, although compared with the old and supreme, looks a bit young. 

   But his quasi-immortal strength is genuine. 

   Although it is impossible to compare with those top quasi-immortal who have survived the Eight 

Tribulations, and even the Nine Tribulations. 

   But at any rate, it is also a quasi-immortal giant, where can it be weak? 

   But now, that mysterious existence in the mist, with just one move, suppressed King Fufeng 

without any resistance. 

   This is shocking enough. 

   Boom! 

  The hand of the law turned into a avenue melting pot, suppressing Fufeng King in it. 

   King Shen'ao has long laid back his hand to isolate the fluctuations in this place. 

   "Shen'ao King, what's going on!?" 

   Fufeng King was screaming, shaking out the law of quasi-immortality, trying to break the furnace. 

   But in vain. 

   The mysterious existence that shots is definitely far above him! 

  Shen'ao King's skinny face pulled out a thin smile, indifferent. 

   The king of Fufeng felt cold when he saw this. 

   He turned to the depths of the air machine's mystery again and said: "I don't know which senior it 

is, can I offend him?" 

   Fufeng Wang stared at the depths of the mystery. 

   can only vaguely see a vaguely white figure, as if sitting in the middle of the universe. 

   with a terrifying power like the king of gods! 

   This shocked Fufeng Wang. 

   When did he provoke such a terrifying character? 
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   However, that figure is silent. 

   It seems that King Fufeng is not qualified to talk to him at all. 

   He is also not interested in talking to King Fufeng. 

   "Town!" 

   is simple and simple, like an oracle. 

   It's like the heavens and the earth, all things must operate according to his orders. 

   His words are God’s instructions! 

   Boom! 

The word    fell, and the avenue furnace roared. 

   A terrifying force suppressed King Xiang Fufeng, which directly made him manifest himself. 

   A blue sky roc! 

   As the Primordial Demon Species, the strength of Qingtian Roc is undoubtedly beyond doubt. 

   But at this moment, the Qingtian Dapeng that should have soared up and struck across the nine 

days. 

   felt like he had become a sparrow and was locked in a cage. 

   The infinite chain of order, condensed into a collar, tied to the neck of Qingtian Dapeng. 

   Fufeng King has no doubt that the mysterious person can kill him with a single thought. 

   "Senior, please forgive me!" 

   Fufeng King yelled. 

   It is not that he does not have the majesty of being immortal. 

   But the higher the cultivation level, sometimes the more hesitate his life. 

   After all, I have worked hard to cultivate, and I have not been a master for a few days, and I will 

die. 

   Who can accept this? 

   At this time, the King Shenao on the side opened his mouth and said: "My lord, it's impossible for 

him to let him go anymore, what should I do?" 

   After a long time, the mysterious existence said. 

   "Just treat it as a...meeting ceremony." 

   Upon hearing this, King Shen'ao smiled bitterly and shook his head. 

   Grab a quasi-immortal as a meeting ceremony. 



   There is no one with this handwriting. 

   Looking at the two worlds, few people have this courage. 

   "However, the sky will change soon." Shenao Wang thought. 

  ... 

   The unspeakable place, here is the source of the Styx River. 

   Jun Xiaoyao has been waiting. 

In this period of time. 

   He also finally temporarily suppressed the power of black blood. 

   The faint purple light of the final eye faded. 

  The white hair also turned back to black hair. 

   "Just fusing this drop of black blood will have such a big test for my soul." 

   "If God's black blood is really fused and enter dark mode, I really don't know what will happen by 

then." Jun Xiaoyao shook his head slightly. 

   "Besides, it's time to make arrangements." 

   "Those who are willing to follow me will find a way to send them to Xianyu." 

   "There is still no news about the whereabouts of my father, but I always feel that my father is 

waiting for something." 

   "Could it be, waiting for the moment when the skyless dark world opens, but what is that for?" 

   Jun Xiaoyao still has some mysteries in his heart, which can only be solved when he enters the 

skyless dark world. 

   Suddenly, Jun Xiaoyao's expression changed slightly. 

   Above the Styx in front, the void broke open. 

   A beautiful lady came on the waves. 

   Fluttering belts, plain skirt and gauze. 

   Blue long hair, soft as water waves. 

  The delicate and flawless face of mutton fat and white jade can't pick out the slightest flaw. 

   is really like the **** of water in the myth. 

   It's not Luo Xiangling, but who else. 

   Although the misty area is a dangerous place, there is no stopping power to target the immortal 

strong. 



   At this moment, Luo Xiang Ling Qiushui's cosmetic contact lenses have a touch of anxiety. 

   After seeing Jun Xiaoyao standing there waiting for her, her anxiety temporarily calmed down. 

   She stepped on her jade foot and appeared in front of Jun Xiaoyao. 

   Then the jade hand fumbled on Jun Xiaoyao, up and down his hands. 

   "Xiang Ling, you..." 

   Jun Xiaoyao was speechless for a while. 

   "Are there any injuries, what happened, what's the danger?" 

   Luo Xiangling is scanning Jun Xiaoyao. 

  The meaning of concern is beyond words. 

   I have to say that being older has the benefit of being older. 

   does not mean living well or anything, but being caring and knowing how to take care of others. 

   Now Jun Xiaoyao understands what is meant by a female junior holding a gold brick. 

   Although Luo Xiangling and his age are more than three years old. 

   "Don't worry, I'm fine. I asked you to come here because I want to give this to you." 

   Jun Xiaoyao took out the Heavenly Underworld God Pearl. 

   Luo Xiangling immediately felt that the Heavenly Underworld God Pearl had a fatal attraction to 

her. 

   This is a treasure that can assist him in his cultivation. 

   "How did you get it, and what happened?" Luo Xiangling asked. 

   Although she has been asking about Jun Xiaoyao. 

   But after arriving in the Unspeakable Place, it is obviously impossible for any more news to come 

out. 

   Jun Xiaoyao selectively told Luo Xiangling some things. 

   there are secrets in the universe, such as the black blood of God, and so on, so he wouldn't tell Luo 

Xiangling. 

   "What, you are too impulsive, do you know how dangerous it is to fuse black blood, and you are 

still from the fairyland." 

   Luo Xiangling felt very uneasy when he heard Jun Xiaoyao doing such a dangerous thing. 

   Jun Xiaoyao knew that this was Luo Xiangling's concern for him, so he didn't mind. 

   Luo Xiangling looked at Jun Xiaoyao's always smiling face. 



   knew that Jun Xiaoyao didn't listen to her at all. 

   But even in this situation. 

   Jun Xiaoyao still thought of her, still thinking about getting the Heavenly Underworld God Orb to 

help her practice breakthrough. 

   This feeling, there is no need to say anything. 

   Tangtang Luo Wang directly leaned on Jun Xiaoyao and nestled in his arms. 

   Although her current cultivation base is much higher than Jun Xiaoyao. 

   But the sense of security is not brought about by cultivation. 

   Jun Xiaoyao paused, and also patted Luo Xiangling's jade back. 

   "Next, I will go to the dark world without sky." Jun Xiaoyao said. 

   Luo Xiangling raised his eyes and looked at Jun Xiaoyao. 

   Although she doesn't know the unspeakable place. 

   But as a quasi-immortal, UU reading www. uukanshu.com also knows some secrets. 

  Where is the dark world without sky, she knows very well. 

   That is an absolute forbidden place for alien creatures. 

   Not to mention that Jun Xiaoyao is from Xianyu. 

   "I know, what I say, you have to go, right?" Luo Xiangling smiled poignantly. 

   "That's right." Jun Xiaoyao also smiled. 

   "Don't worry, if you are in any danger, I will rush in to find you." Luo Xiang stared at Jun Xiaoyao in 

spirit. 

   She knows Jun Xiaoyao's character and will not be shaken by anyone. 

   can't be shaken by her either. 

   As a woman, the only thing I can do is support. 

   "There may be the ultimate rumored disaster inside." Jun Xiaoyao frowned slightly. 

   He didn't want Luo Xiangling to take risks for him. 

  He will naturally want a way to get out. 

   Luo Xiangling shook her head stubbornly like a girl. 

   "No misfortune, can't let me separate from you." 

   Jun Xiaoyao stunned. 



   Luo Xiangling, the innocent and straightforward woman, seems to be really enamored with him. 

 


